Sunless Tanning

We’re not talking about your older sister’s sunless tanning lotions that turned skin blotchy orange or even those cosmetic counter lotions that force consumers to break out a credit card just to buy a week’s supply. Modern technology is transforming sunless tanning into what it was meant to be.

Not The Same Old Stuff
The dihydroxyacetone (DHA) still reacts with the proteins of the top layers of the skin to create brown color—that process continues to be reliable. The problem always has been on the application side because if you apply too much DHA to an area of the skin you can get the orange look. Or if you are taking the lotion form and rubbing it up and down your legs and arms, you never are going to get even coverage because the product will be absorbed in some areas faster than others.

Sunless tanning booths and hand-sprayers provide a new way of applying sunless tanning solution to your body. They combine the latest advances in sunless tanning products with state-of-the-art misting technology. A very fine mist of sunless tanning solution—DHA, bronzer and moisturizer—covers your body in seconds. The difference is the even coating.

Everyone Is Invited
Sunless tanning—besides fulfilling instant fix demands—are perfect for fair-skinned individuals who would love the chance to get the color their skin can’t seem to reach from UV tanning.

In fact, many indoor tanners are discovering that the technology is the perfect complement to a UV tan. Nothing in the tanning solution prevents you from tanning in tanning beds or the sun, and a number of users even have found that tanning with UV rays and a sunless tanning booth actually gives them a better overall tan.

A quick sunless tanning fix can do wonders for your confidence when you need it in a hurry.